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While there is no magic to managing a fleet, there are certain “low-hanging fruit” items which are regularly
overlooked that produce significant immediate savings and productivity increases. You can reduce your fleet
costs and equipment downtime, and ease the burden of managing your fleet by following these 7 easy steps:
1. 	Find Hidden Profits Laying Around in
Your Parts Room

Remember that your parts salesman’s 			
commission can be as much as 35% of the value
of your parts costs. Depending on your purchase
volume and payment habits, he will more than 		
likely be willing to provide you with a greater 		
discount just by asking and may even throw in 		
additional value-added services.

	
When was the last time you performed a
really thorough parts inventory count and/or
reorganized your parts room? Chances are that if
you haven’t done so within the last 12-18 months,
you will discover that up to 30% of your parts are
either obsolete or are collecting dust from not
being used. Everyone hates to take the time to do
mundane tasks but the dividends can be so large
they can’t be ignored. For example, a typical fleet
of 100 class 6 to 8 power units can easily have
an inventory value in excess of $75,000 between
standard parts and consumables. Converting 30%
of this value into cash or usable parts by returning
or exchanging them with your parts suppliers can
amount to $22,500 or more! These are savings
that your department can add directly to your
company’s bottom line.
	Another benefit of this reorganization effort is
that you will discover additional useable parts
that you didn’t know you had, which means you
have them in stock and can cut down on your
next parts order.
2. 	 Use Your Purchasing Power to Save Money
If you are among the thousands of fleet
managers who have not reviewed and
renegotiated your pricing structures with your
current parts and lubricant suppliers, you are
missing out on large savings. We know you have
many daily pressing issues, but if you haven’t
used your purchasing power within the last two
years, chances are that you may be paying up to
15% more than you should be.
	By simply calling your parts suppliers and
asking to sit down and talk, you can attain
significant additional discounts and services. We
recommend you do a little homework before
the meeting by taking a look at your top 5% 10% most commonly used parts and document
current costs against that of a competitor.

3. Save Big by Using a Fleet Maintenance 		
Software System
	

 today’s fast moving business world, you
In
have to be well organized and allow your staff
to easily access the information they need on
a daily basis. Your fleet team is working much
harder than they need to, and you are operating
at a significant disadvantage compared to
your competitors if you don’t have a fleet
maintenance computerized software system.
	You can’t control what you don’t know. To
control your mobile assets you need to know
exactly how many pieces of equipment you
have, what their specifications are, what their
maintenance history is, what PM schedules apply,
when their next service is due, which warranties
apply to each asset and which ones are still
available to you, as well as other operational and
administrative information.
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How can you justify your company’s investment in
Fleet Maintenance Management Software?
Reduced Maintenance Costs
•S
 cheduled repair work becomes
80% of ALL work performed
•V
 ehicles go from PM service to
PM service without a breakdown
•P
 rovide clear instructions to mechanics
for each unit serviced
• Identify and reduce rework by
mechanics and vendors by 85%
• Increase warranty recapture dollars by
50%

Reduced Parts and Inventory Costs
• Reduce on-hand quantities by up to 30%
• Identify non-used and obsolete parts to
save 10%
• Reduce vehicle downtime due to out-ofstock problems
• Cost reduction by price comparison
shopping 3-5%
• 50% increase in real dollar warranty recapture
• Physical inventory count becomes easier

• Identify high cost units and why they are
high

• Stop duplicate orders by knowing where to
find existing parts

•M
 ake 100% of you maintenancedecisions
based on facts

• Stop excess stock on-hand by using parts
cross referencing

•P
 rovide an easy method to schedule
and track problem drivers

Increased
Labor Productivity

•T
 rack and control fuel, oil and other fluids
as inventory items

Savings in Fuel, Tires, &
Administration Efficiency

• Identify total actual hours worked versus
total hours paid

• Automatically develop your own
benchmarks for costs and operations

• Identify percentage of productivity by
each mechanic

• Identify poor fuel MPG units as
compared to fleet averages

•W
 ork pending files to track deferred
work or PM follow-up work
•M
 easure each mechanic by comparison
of shop averages
•R
 educe paperwork by up to 8 hours per
week
• 1 00% increase in reporting accuracy and
accountability
• Identify and stop poor driving habits
•M
 onitor driver license renewal, physicals
due and more

• Track tire cost by unit and measure costper-mile against fleet average
•Track and measure downtime to identify
problem units
• Make new vehicle buying decisions
based on performance comparisons
• Centralize control with consistent fleet
reporting using local data access
• Stay within D.O.T. documentation
compliance
• Never have to pay fines for out-of-date
licenses and permits
• Identify cost trends and make operating
budget projections
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4.	Use the “10% Solution” to Reduce Costs
	Fleet managers are charged with two
primary tasks: keep your fleet operating
at its optimum performance level to insure
equipment availability, and do so at the
absolute least cost possible. Cost control is
only possible by measuring it on a unit-byunit basis. Trying to control cost on a bigpicture collective basis simply doesn’t work,
as your problem units and the exact reason
they are problem units will continue to elude
you and eat away at your limited operating
budget. Try implementing what we call the
“10% Solution” which says that if you can
identify your top 10% worst operating units,
you will be able to make business decisions
that reduce your overall fleet cost by as much
as 20%, your downtime by 40% and your
aggravation by 80%.
	Keep in mind that your oldest units are not
always the most costly units. To identify your
problem units without fleet maintenance
software is very difficult and time consuming
because you need to search through
thousands of repair orders for the necessary
data. If you must rely on your accounting
department for costs, make sure that they
give you unit-by-unit costs and that they do
not include fixed cost items like depreciation,
insurance premiums, licensing fees, etc.
5.	Apply the “History 101” Rule to Eliminate
Rework
	Does the following sound familiar? You
have a unit that won’t start, your company
dispatcher is screaming for it and he doesn’t
care what you have to do to get it up and
running on the street. Your mechanic either
jump starts it and the unit winds up with a
“no start” issue on the road. Or he replaces
the batteries to get the dispatcher off his
back saying that he’ll address this problem
the next time this unit is in the shop. However,
it is likely that he will forget because you’re
all so busy chasing other more pressing
current issues. Then, like clockwork, the
same thing happens a week later and again
two weeks later. When you have finally had
enough, you instruct the mechanic to pull

the unit off the road and perform a more
thorough inspection only to find out that the
original problem was a bad $10 ground cable
and your “rush-fix” was to throw 3 sets of
$150 batteries at the problem.
	Stop this cycle with a simple rule. Establish a
threshold of downtime and/or costs that will
trigger a mandatory review of a unit’s repair
order history before any work is performed.
For example, any issue that could down a
unit for more than 4 hours or cost more
than $300, require all mechanics to check
the unit’s repair history before performing
the next repair. To ensure that this happens,
have your mechanics attach a copy of the
previous repair order(s) to the current repair
order for your review. For the most efficient
use of your mechanic’s and management’s
time, you should implement a fleet software
maintenance program like Dossier.
	An important byproduct of applying the
“History 101 Rule” is that you will significantly
increase your warranty claims as your staff
identifies parts and/or services covered by
warranties that are in affect.

HERE IS HOW TO IDENTIFY YOUR PROBLEM UNITS
a. Identify the total of parts, labor costs and cost-per-mile for each
unit.
b. D evelop the total cost and cost-per-mile for each category of like
equipment to establish the mean average for this group of like
units.
c. Sort your equipment into a top down list starting with highest
cost units first.
d. Mark your top 10% high cost units and then discover why
they are high cost units. This may require a review of their
maintenance histories to identify specific component issues or
other recurring problems. Pay close attention to each problem
unit’s utilization as low mileage utilization can distort cost-permile values.
e. Bring these units to the attention of upper management. Discuss
their potential replacement based on physical documentation
which you can present to back your recommendations.
f. If you discover that a disproportionate amount of your fleet
problems are driver-related, it is imperative that this information
is well documented and presented to management accordingly.
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6.	Make Improvements Everyone’s Interest
	A key to improving productivity, the quality
of work and reducing costs is to improve your
work environment. This will ensure that you
and your staff are on the same track, have the
same interests and operate like a team rather
than in a “them versus us” environment. The
fleet department doesn’t have the luxury
of sitting back and living on the prior day’s
successes as each moment brings new
challenges or even disasters in need of
immediate attention. So how does the fleet
manager improve the work environment to
get his staff to increase productivity? Make it
in everyone’s interest.
	Ensure that the physical environment is both
clean and safe. A clean men’s room or locker
area is fundamental but the reverse is a sign
that management doesn’t care. Mechanics,
like everyone else, think personally first and
then collectively, which means they first
consider what will affect themselves, and

		

only then will they think about what they
would gain from participating in a group’s
progress or success.
	To motivate your staff, consider providing
incentives that cost little but produce lasting
results. Sure it’s important to communicate
a clear set of work quality expectations;
however, if you also provide attainable work
production improvement targets you can
change the work paradigm.
	Start by selecting a few easy-to-attain and
easy-to-measure services, like PM service
performance or brake inspections, and
establish a set of individual rewards and
group rewards for those improving upon
a foundation completion time which you

establish. Or you can use a work quality
standard as the target that uses a reduction
in related comeback work as its means of
measure. Examples of simple individual
rewards can be a complimentary lunch
or even just a framed printed certificate
acknowledging him as being the “brake
mechanic of the month or quarter.” Personal
recognition is a more powerful driving
force than an over-the-top, soon forgotten
monetary incentive. When a group attains
the group target, buy them all lunch at which
time you hand out certificates that you’ve
printed on your computer and make a point
to verbally acknowledge their efforts and
successes.
7. Learn from Others
	Many fleet managers miss the opportunity
to learn from what others have experienced
by not joining trade associations and taking
time to attend their events. Managing a fleet
can isolate you from your peers and create
the feeling that you are out there on your
own. We know that in today’s economy,
finding the funds to support the expense
of trade association membership and event
attendance is difficult but can be justified
by the vast array of training and usable
information that could reduce your operating
costs and improve efficiencies.
	Consider the American Trucking Association’s
Technology and Maintenance Council’s
(known as the TMC) annual events where the
industry shows off their latest and greatest
products. It’s also where you can attend any
one of fifty different focus groups on topics
ranging from on-board computers, human
resource management and new government
regulations to fuel economy issues/solutions.
	Every industry has trade associations that
have within them a sub-group that is dedicated
to the issues faced by the fleet maintenance
managers of that industry. They are generally
very inexpensive to join but the take-away
is priceless. Get involved now and your fleet
will have a more educated, well-rounded fleet
manager and you’ll have access to others with
whom you can share common problems and
stories.
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